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Abstract

Owing to noticeable differences of the characters between the electrical and the conven-

tional gasoline-powered motorcycles, such as heavier in weight, lower in mass center position

and slower in forward speed, the control and design considerations of the electrical motor-

cycles are not the same as conventional motorcycles. In this paper, the rider upper body lean

control system is considered as the only control action to analyze and simulate the stability

and the perception of riding comfort of the rider–motorcycle system in different riding con-

ditions and parameter designs. The equations of lateral motion of an electrical motorcycle,

which includes the rider upper body leaning motion, are derived first from Newton mechanics.

Via this dynamics model and its associated transfer functions at various speeds, perception of

riding comfort is defined as the damping ratio of frequency domain Bode plots in classical

control theory. By the analysis, we find that the tendency of the stability is the same under the

straight-line and the cornering motions, but shows significant differences for different pa-

rameter designs of the electrical motorcycle. We discuss the effect on the perception of riding

comfort issue for changing mass center position, total weight of the motorcycle, the wheelbase,

the front fork rake angle and the front wheel trail distance of the motorcycle. On the premise

of the stability, we use the maximum damping ratio to represent the riding response of the

motorcycle to find the best perception of riding comfort. By the analysis results, if we move the

mass center forward, shorten the wheelbase, steepen the front fork rake angle and shorten

the front wheel trail distance of the current design of electrical motorcycles in the market, a

better perception of riding comfort is achieved. From the user’s point of view, our analysis
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method of perception of riding comfort can be a supplement to the analysis of the stability of

motorcycles.

� 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

The studies of the dynamics of the vehicles and rider–motorcycle system in par-
ticular have long been of academic and industrial interest [4,5,7]. Some of the useful
results are from the work of Sharp [1], Weir [2] and Mears [3]. In 1971, Sharp created
the equations of motion of the two-rigid body motorcycle model by the Lagrange
equation, and discussed the effect of the stability caused by the variations of the
design parameters. Sharp brought up three main modes to analyze the motions of
the motorcycle:

1. wobble mode of high frequency vibration motion;
2. weave mode of low frequency vibration motion;
3. capsize mode of nonvibration motion.

Sharp used the changes of the damping of the three modes to determine the stability
of the motorcycle. In 1978, Weir and Zellner discussed the relationship of the control
parameters of the rider and the motorcycle on the lateral-directional dynamics. They
used the Newton Mechanics to derive the equations of motion of the motorcycle. In
1988, Mears added the rider upper body lean model to the motorcycle model of
Weir, and discussed the effect of the moment of inertia of the wheels on the stability.
In the discussion of Mears, we can know that the rider can stabilize the motorcycle
by using only the rider upper lean motion. These works present a consistent phe-
nomenon that the stability of the motorcycle will become unstable at low speed,
stable even under ‘hands free’ control (control without applying steer torque) at
moderate speed, and oscillatory unstable at high speed. The past researches were
devoted to the stability analysis of the motorcycle, the effect of the change of the
design parameters and the rider control simulation of the conventional motorcycle.
On the other hand, the discussions on the perception of riding comfort issue and the
analysis of the electrical motorcycles are lacking and are the focus of this study.
One character of the electrical motorcycles different from the conventional ones is

that electric motorcycles are heavy vehicles with low payloads. The weight of the
electrical motorcycle is centralized in the bottom of the chassis where the lead-acid
batteries and the DC brushless motor are placed. Due to this, the mass center of the
electrical motorcycles is lower than those of the conventional ones, which have upper
oil tank and engine placements [7]. In addition, the usage of four lead-acid batteries
as power source makes the mass of the electrical motorcycle also heavier than the
conventional 125 cc gasoline-powered motorcycles widely used in Taiwan. Fur-
thermore, the maximum forward velocity of the electrical motorcycles is usually
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below 60 km/h, and the frequently operating speeds lie between 25 and 55 km/h,
which lie in the range of mediate speeds of 125 cc motorcycles. These factors cause
the design consideration of electrical motorcycles to be different from the conven-
tional motorcycles.
In view of the rapidly developing market for the electric vehicles due to in-

creasing environment protection concerns all over the world and the possibility of
regenerative braking and zero energy use at idle, the research on electrical motor-
cycles or scooters is important and needed. The researches on the aspects of the
stability and comfort under various rider control behaviors for straight running
[3,6,8,9,11] or steady turning [13–15] two-wheeled vehicles have reached some solid
results for further study of electrical motorcycles. For straight running motorcycles,
Sharp [1] has arrived at the conclusion that they can be controlled with ‘‘hands off’’
at medium and high speeds. Cossalter et al. [13] investigated the effects of design
(geometric and inertia) parameters and tire properties on steering torque in steady
turning [14]. In the interest of comfort, this study considers the effect of using only
the upper body leaning motion (moving left or right) to achieve stability and per-
ception of riding comfort of electrical motorcycles in constant-speed forward and/
or constant radius cornering motion for various design parameters. We use the
frequency domain Bode plots of the rider–motorcycle system transfer function as
the basic methodology to analyze the relative stability and perception of riding
comfort issues of rider–motorcycle system. Here, perception of riding comfort is
defined as the damping ratio of the rider–motorcycle transfer function and is used
as a performance evaluation criterion of the design parameters of electrical motor-
cycles. In particular, we investigate the effect on the perception of riding comfort
for changing mass center position, total weight of the motorcycle, the wheelbase,
the front fork rake angle and the front wheel trail distance of the motorcycle. Some
design guidelines of electrical motorcycles are obtained by our analyses of per-
ception of riding comfort.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section a description of

dynamic model for the rider–motorcycle system and a preliminary discussion about
the control action is presented. In Section 3, the stability and perception of riding
comfort of the rider upper body leaning control under straight-line and cornering
motions are discussed. In Section 4, the effects of main design parameters of mo-
torcycles on perception of riding comfort are analyzed quantitatively via Bode plots.
Section 5 is devoted to the conclusions, and the major parameters and the notations
used in this paper are listed in Appendix A.

2. The ridermotorcycle system

2.1. Motorcycle model

Observing the electrical motorcycles sold in the market and with the ana-
lysis method of motorcycles of the work [1–3], and including the rider upper
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body lean motion, we divide the rider–motorcycle system into three main parts as
follows:

1. Front fork assembly: front fork, handle bar, front wheel, shock absorber.
2. Rear assembly: rear wheel, motor, batteries, chassis, the lower body of the rider.
3. Rider upper body: the upper body of the rider including hands and head.

Because the equations of motion involve many variables, it is hard to analyze.
Due to this, we have some basic assumptions to simplify the rider–motorcycle model:

1. We divide the rider and the motorcycle as three rigid bodies as described above.
The front fork assembly and the rear assembly are connected by the steering col-
umn, and the rider upper body and the rear assembly are connected by the fore
and aft axes of the rider’s waist. The rotating inertia of wheels and motor are
taken into account.

2. We assume that the motorcycle is moving forward in a level ground with a con-
stant velocity. Because of this, the pitch and bounce motions of the motorcycle
are ignored.

3. The drag force of the motorcycle caused by the air is related to the direction and
the velocity of the motorcycle. Because the velocity of the electrical motorcycle is
slow, the effect of drag force caused by air is much less than the tire force. There-
fore, the effect of the drag force caused by the air is neglected.

2.2. The coordinate system of the electrical motorcycle

Because the three parts of the rider–motorcycle system have relative motion, three
coordinates are defined separately, one for each part (Figs. 1 and 2). The three co-
ordinates can be transferred to find the relationship via the transfer matrix.

2.2.1. Coordinate system
Three coordinate systems are defined:

1. x; y; z: Rear assembly coordinate system. The rear assembly coordinate system is
a body-fixed coordinate system with the origin fixed directly on the ground level
below the mass center of the rear assembly with the x-axis forward, y-axis right-
ward and the z-axis downward.

2. x0; y0; z0: Front fork assembly coordinate system. The front fork assembly coordi-
nate system is a body-fixed coordinate system with the origin fixed on the front
wheel axis, obtained by front fork rake angle k relative to xy-plane, followed
by a positive steer angle rotation about the z0-axis.

3. xr; yr; zr: Rider upper body coordinate system. The rider body coordinate system is a
body-fixed coordinate system with the origin fixed directly below the mass center
of rider upper body on the height of the seat, and all the axes are originally par-
allel to the rear assembly coordinate, followed by a positive lean angle rotation
about the xr-axis.
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2.2.2. Coordinate transformation
Mathematically, the coordinate transformation from the front fork assembly

coordinate to the rear assembly coordinate is given by:

Fig. 1. The dimensions of the rider–motorcycle system.

Fig. 2. The coordinates of the rider–motorcycle system.
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½Ak� ¼
cos k 0 � sin k
0 1 0
sin k 0 cos k

2
4

3
5; ð1aÞ

½Ad� ¼
cos d sin d 0
� sin d cos d 0
0 0 1

2
4

3
5; ð1bÞ

xxyz ¼ ½Ak�T½Ad�Txx0y0z0 ; ð2Þ

where xxyz;xx0y0z0 are the angular velocities of the rear assembly with respect to the
fixed coordinate system and body fixed coordinate system, respectively. A denotes
the rotation matrix.
In a similar manner, the transformation from the rider upper body coordinate to

the rear assembly coordinate is given by

½B/r � ¼
1 0 0
0 cos/r sin/r
0 � sin/r cos/r

2
4

3
5; ð3Þ

xxyz ¼ ½B/r �
Txxryrzr : ð4Þ

Fig. 3 provides a schematic drawing of the rider–motorcycle system. The com-
ponents of the motorcycle include the control elements and the rider–motorcycle
system. Its dynamics is characterized by ordinary differential equations with control
inputs. The dynamical equations of the motorcycle essentially follow Weir and
Zellner [2] and Mears [3], which is a modification of Sharp’s theoretical model [1].
The mass and inertial contributions of the rider are included in the free control
equations and the steer torque and the rider lean control effects arise in the control
element. It is described in terms of a 4 d.o.f. system, i.e., the lateral velocity y, the roll

Fig. 3. The top front and side views of the rider–motorcycle system.
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angle /, the yaw rate r and the front fork steer angle d. The variables of these
equations are y, /, r, d, as described above and the front and rear tire forces Y1 and
Y2. The front and rear tire forces are functions of the slip and camber angles, and
have a lag effect decided by the relaxation length of the tire. The dynamics of the
rider is modeled by 1 d.o.f., with the rider upper body lean angle being /r. In these
equations, the influences of the front and rear suspension dynamics and aerodyna-
mics are assumed to be negligible.

2.3. Equations of motion

The equations of motion for motorcycle directional dynamics with tire forces
included as derived by Weir, Mears and Sharp are linearized equations of motion,
invoking the assumption of small slip and camber angles when the motorcycle is
under straight-line-running motion. This involves considering small perturbations
about an initial operation point, deleting products of perturbation variables, and
letting sin h;h and cos h;1. It is noticed that a real motion of a rider–motorcycle
system on the city road is a combination of a series of straight-line and cornering
motions. The slip and camber angles may not be assumed small and some of the
products of perturbation terms may affect the lateral directional equations because
of the cornering motion. This requires re-derivation of the equations of motion
by Newton’s law as Weir and Mears did but without any linearization.

2.3.1. Derivation of equations of motion
Using Newton’s law and Euler’s equation, and with the coordinate transforma-

tion and the kinematics’ relationship, we can derive the equations of motion of the
rear assembly, front fork assembly and the rider upper body with respect to moving
coordinate systems, separately, as below:

Equation of motion for rear assembly:

Fv ¼ mvð _vv0 þ x 	 v0Þ; ð5Þ

N0 ¼ _LL0 þ x 	 L0 þ _LLG þ x 	 LG; ð6Þ
where Fv and N0 are all the forces and moments acting on the rear assembly. mv is
the mass of the rear assembly. v0 is the velocity of the mass center. x is the angular
velocity of the rear assembly. L0 and LG are the angular momenta of the mass center
of the rear assembly and the rotating parts (i.e., motor, wheel), respectively.

Equation of motion for front fork assembly:

F 0 ¼ m0ð _vv00 þ x 	 v00Þ; ð7Þ

N 0
0 ¼ _LL00 þ x0 	 L00 þ _LL0G þ x0 	 L0G; ð8Þ

where F 0, N 0 are all the forces and moments acting on the front fork assembly; m0 is
the mass of the front fork assembly; v0 and x0 are the velocity and the angular ve-
locity of the front fork assembly; L00 and L

0
G are the angular momenta of mass center

of the front fork assembly and the rotating parts, respectively.
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Equation of motion for rider upper body:

Fr ¼ mvð _vv0r þ x 	 v0rÞ; ð9Þ

N0r ¼ _LL0r þ xr 	 L0r; ð10Þ

where Fr; N0r are all the forces and moments acting on the rider upper body. mr is the
mass of the rider upper body. v0r and the xr are the velocity and the angular velocity
of the rider upper body. L0r is the angular momentum of the rider upper body.
By combining the force and moment equations of the three bodies appropriately

to cancel the internal forces and moments yields the following equations of motion
for the entire system:

F ¼ Fv þ F 0 þ Fr; ð11Þ
N ¼ N0v þ Rv 	 Fv þ N 0

0 þ R0 	 F 0 þ N0r þ Rr 	 Fr; ð12Þ

where F and N are all the external forces acting on the rear assembly coordinate
origin and all the external moments.

2.3.2. External forces and moments
The external forces and moments are presented as follows:

1. Side force

Fy ¼ Y1 þ Y2: ð13Þ

The side forces are from the y-directional component of the front and rear tire
forces.
2. Roll moment

Nx ¼ Nxg þMxf þMxr: ð14Þ

The roll moments are from the gravity force and the x-directional component of
the front and rear tire external moments.
3. Yaw moment

Nz ¼ Nz1 þ Nz2: ð15Þ

The yaw moments are from the torques generated by the front and rear tire forces
on the rear assembly coordinate origin about z-axis.
4. Front fork moment

N 00
z ¼ N 00

z1 þ N 00
zg � B _dd þ T : ð16Þ

The front fork moments are from the rider control torque and the torques gen-
erated by the normal force, front tire force and the steering damp about the steering
axis of the front fork assembly.

2.3.3. Tire force
The external forces and moments of the electrical motorcycle come from the

gravity and the tire forces. The tire forces and the moments are important parts of
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constructing the equations of motion of the motorcycle analysis. A rolling tire is
subjected to three components of forces and three components of torques in the
vertical, longitudinal, and lateral directions as depicted in Fig. 4. The resulting forces
and moments contain:

1. longitudinal force Fx, arising from longitudinal slip;
2. lateral force Fy due to lateral slip, camber, and turn slip;
3. vertical force, denoted by Fz;
4. overturning moment Mx, generated by the lateral displacement of the contact
patch when the wheel cambers;

5. rolling resistance moment My , resulting from the tire hysteresis properties;
6. aligning moment Mz, caused by asymmetrical side slip deformation, camber, turn
slip and gyroscopic effects due to the rotating and deflected tire tread band, wheel
rim, and tire side wall mass.

Referring to the research of Sharp [1], it is known that the aligning and rolling
resistance moments do not affect obviously the dynamic behavior analysis. And
because our research is on constant forward velocity motion, the longitudinal force
can be ignored. The remaining forces and moment Fy ; Fz and Mx are described below.
The linear model of an overturning moment can be obtained as:

Mxf ¼ Cmf 
 /1; ð17Þ

Mxr ¼ Cmr 
 /2; ð18Þ

where Cmf and Cmr are the overturning moment coefficients and /1 and /2 are the
camber angles of the front and rear parts, respectively.

Fig. 4. Forces exerted on the tire.
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The side force of tire: In case the sideslip and camber angles are small, the steady-
state tire side forces are accurately described by linear functions of sideslip and
camber angles of the form [1]:

Y 0
1 ¼ Ca1 
 a1 þ C/1 
 /1; ð19Þ
Y 0
2 ¼ Ca2 
 a2 þ C/2 
 /2; ð20Þ

where a is the slip angle, and / is the camber angle.
Since the tire used in the electrical motorcycle is made of rubber, the response will

be delayed for actual motion. The delayed response is decided by the relaxation
length coefficient r. For forward velocity u, the real tire side force and the steady-
state tire side force have the following relationship:

r1
u

 _YY1 þ Y1 ¼ Y 0

1; ð21Þ
r2
u

 _YY2 þ Y2 ¼ Y 0

2: ð22Þ

2.3.4. The equations of motion
Replacing the external forces and moments in the equations of motion of the

entire system, adding the real tire equation of motion, and with the aid of the
computer algebra software Mathematica, we can have the following six nonlinear
equations of motion, where u, v, w are the angular velocity components in x-, y-, z-
direction, respectively; p, q, r are the angular velocity components in x-, y-, z-
direction, respectively:

1. Side force equation

m _vvþ m 
 u 
 r þ mh _pp þ m0ðc1ð _dd2 þ ðp2 � r2ÞÞ sin d þ a0 _rrÞ

� 2c1ðr cos k þ p sin kÞ sin d _dd � c1 _dd
2 sin d þ mrð�_rrar þ e €//r cos/r

� eðr2 þ ðp þ _//rÞ
2Þ sin/rÞ ¼ Y1 þ Y2: ð23Þ

2. Yaw equation

Izx _pp þ Izz _rr þ ðIyy2X2 þ Iyy3X3 þ Iyy1X1Þp þ a0m0 _vvþ a0m0ur

þ ðI 0xz sin k þ I 0zz cos k þ m0a0c1 cos d þ c21m
0 cos k sin2 dÞ€dd

þ ðI 0zxr cos a þ I 0zzr sin a � aremrÞ €//r � armrur � armr _vvþ Iyy1X1 sin k _dd

� _uuðc1m0 sin d þ emr sin/rÞ þ prðc1m0h0 sin d þ mreðhr þ e cos/rÞ sin/rÞ
þ p2ð�c1m0a0 þ aremr sin/rÞ þ p _ddð2c1m0a0 sin k sin dÞ
þ _dd2ðc1m0 sin dðf � ðh1 � h01ÞÞ sin kÞ þ p _//rð2aremr sin/rÞ

þ r _//rð2e2mr cos/r sin/rÞ þ _//2r ðaremr sin/rÞ þ rvðc1m0 sin d þ emr sin/rÞ
þ r _ddð2c1m0 cos k sin da0 þ 2c21m0 cos d sin dÞ ¼ a 
 Y1 � b 
 Y2: ð24Þ
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3. Roll equation

Ixx _pp þ Izx _rr þ ð�Iyy2X2 � Iyy3X3 � Iyy1X1 þ mhuÞr þ mh _vv

þ ðI 0xx sin k þ I 0zx cos k � c1h0m0 cos d þ c21m
0 sin k sin2 dÞ€dd þ I 0xxr €//r

þ €//remrðhrðcos/r � sin/rÞ þ eÞ � Iyy1X1 cos k _dd � 2m0h0c1r cos k 
 sin d _dd

þ 2pc1m0 sin d _ddðc1 cos d � h0 sin kÞ þ prðc1a0m0 sin d � aremr sin/rÞ
þ pvðc1m0 sin d þ emr 
 sin/rÞ � _//rð2ehrmrp sin/rÞ
þ c1m0 sin d _ddððh1 � h01Þ cos k � hbÞ þ r2ðc1m0h0 sin d

� emrðhr þ e 
 cos/rÞ sin/rÞ
¼ mh 
 g 
 / þ mr 
 g 
 e 
 /r � ðk 
 Z1 � m0 
 c1 
 gÞd þ Cmf/1 þ Cmr/2: ð25Þ

4. Front fork hinge line equation

ðI 0zx0 cos k þ I 0zz0 sin k þ c1h0m0Þ _pp þ ð�I 0zx0 sin k þ I 0zz0 cos k þ c1a0m0Þ_rr
þ ðI 0zz0 þ c21m

0Þ€dd þ c1m0 _vvþ Iyy1X1p cos k þ ðc1m0u� Iyy1X1 sin kÞr
� c21m

0 sinððp2 þ r2Þ þ 2 _ddðr cos k þ p sin kÞ þ _dd2Þ
¼ k 
 Y1 þ ðk 
 Z1 � m0 
 c1 
 gÞð/ þ d sin kÞ þ B _dd � T : ð26Þ

5. Front tire equation

Y 0
1 ¼ Ca1 
 a1 þ C/1 
 /1: ð27Þ

6. Rear tire equation

Y 0
2 ¼ Ca2 
 a2 þ C/2 
 /2: ð28Þ

2.4. Linearization of the equations of motion

With the aid of the computer algebra software Mathematica, the nonlinear equ-
ations of motion can be written compactly in the matrix form:

_xx ¼ gðx; uÞ; where x ¼ v _// r _dd / d Y1 Y2
� �T

: ð29Þ

Because the nonlinear equations of motion are too complex for analysis, the
nonlinear equations are expanded as a Taylor series in a specific point ðx0; u0Þ and
/ ¼ 0. Keeping only the first- and zero-order terms and neglecting higher-order
terms, the nonlinear equations can be transferred to the following first-order linea-
rized form:

D _xxi ¼
Xn
j¼1

ogiðx; uÞ
oxj

�����
x0;u0

Dxj þ
Xp

j¼1

ogiðx; uÞ
ouj

�����
x0;u0

Duj

ðx0; u0Þ : linearization point: ð30Þ

The above simultaneous linear differential equations can be written in a Laplace
transformed matrix form:

A 
 X ¼ B 
 U ; ð31Þ
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where A and B are the coefficient matrices of s, and the vector of states and the
controls are X and U:

X ¼ ½ v / r d Y1 Y2 �T; ð32Þ

U ¼ ½ T /r �
T
: ð33Þ

The details of A and B matrices in (31) are listed in Appendix A.

2.4.1. Linearization points of straight-line and cornering motions
Linearizing the nonlinear equations at the point x0 ¼ ð0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0ÞT; u0 ¼

ð0 0ÞT, we obtain the equations of motion of straight-line motion, the same as those
derived by Weir and Mears. On the other hand, the steady-state cornering equations
[12] are employed to solve the instantaneous balance solution of ðx0; u0Þ to linearize
the nonlinear equations to obtain cornering motion of motorcycles.

2.5. Forward transfer function of motorcycle

For hands free control, the steering torque T is free considering only the rider
body leaning motion. Substituting parameter values into (31), and manipulating
algebraically, the system forward transfer function of roll angle to rider upper body
lean at various forward velocities is derived as

Gðs; uÞ ¼ qðs; uÞ
pðs; uÞ ; ð34Þ

where the numerator pðs; uÞ and the denominator qðs; uÞ are both of 8 degree
polynomials. For example, when the motorcycle velocity is 30 km/h, the polynomials
are:

pðsÞ ¼ �18:9543s8 � 1837:14s7 � 146023s6 � 7:69163	 106s5 � 2:2893	 108s4

� 5:21714	 109s3 � 3:07984	 1010s2 � 7:42228	 1010sþ 9:38629	 1010;

qðsÞ ¼ 5:11302s8 þ 496:491s7 þ 35968:2s6 þ 1:88069	 106s5 þ 5:19297	 107s4

þ 1:1513	 109s3 þ 7:48944	 109s2 � 8:72078	 109s� 6:61861	 1010:

2.6. Time delay of the rider control behavior

It is assumed that there is a reaction for the rider that is conditioned by a first-
order dynamic system having a time constant, Tr [2,11]. The time constant, Tr, may
be considered as a physiological rider constant, which may vary for different riders.
To account for the effect of a regulation task for a rider on a motorcycle, Tr is set as
0.2 s. Moreover, the Pad�ee approximation is used to express the effect of time delay
[10]. A time delay is approximated via the following formula:

expð�tdsÞ �
ð1� 0:5tdsÞ
ð1þ 0:5tdsÞ

: ð35Þ
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By using the Pad�ee approximation, the effect of time delay representing rider response
is approximated as

expð�0:2sÞ � ð10� sÞ
ð10þ sÞ : ð36Þ

2.7. Rider lean as a simple feedback control

We can use the forward transfer function Gðs; uÞ (roll angle to rider upper body
lean angle) to determine whether or not a hands free rider can successfully stabilize
the vehicle with only the upper body inclining left and right on the motorcycle seat
[3]. The simplest possible control loop, a proportional control with a time delay, is
placed around this transfer function as shown in the block diagram of Fig. 5. This
type of control indicates that the rider is leaning his upper body in proportion to the
amount that the motorcycle is leaning. The closed-loop transfer function becomes

/
/desired

¼ k expð�0:2sÞGðs; uÞ
1þ k expð�0:2sÞGðs; uÞ : ð37Þ

3. Straight line motion stability and perception of riding comfort

Stability analysis of the eigenvalues of the characteristic equations of Gðs; uÞ
shows that there are three principal modes of motion for the lateral-directional
dynamics [1,2]. They are:
Capsize mode: It means the roll motion of the motorcycle. This mode can be either

stable or slightly unstable, leading to a gradual roll divergence in the absence of rider
control.
Weave mode: It consists of a second-order motion involving combined roll and

yaw of the total vehicle. It is usually well damped, but it can become oscillatory or
even unstable depending on operating condition, vehicle configuration, rider control
actions, etc.
Wobble mode: It consists of a second-order motion involving the response of the

front fork assembly about its axis of rotation. Its natural frequency is relatively

Fig. 5. The block diagram for proportional feedback control.
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independent of velocity, but the damping significantly depends on velocity, rake and
trail geometry, front fork assembly property, the front fork damper, etc.
These three modes can be viewed by the following root locus plot.

3.1. Root locus

The root locus plots for the motorcycle with (left plot) and without (right plot)
control under various forward velocities are shown in Fig. 6. From the left plot of
Fig. 6, which corresponds to k ¼ 2:2, it is seen that all roots lie on the left half of the
s-plane under various forward velocities. It means a rider can use only leaning
control to upright stabilize the motorcycle at various forward velocities. When the
control gain k ¼ 0, i.e., the motorcycle is uncontrolled, all capsize mode roots lie on
the right half of the s-plane, as shown in the right plot of Fig. 6. The motorcycle is
unstable, as is intuitively clear.

3.2. Bode plot: gain margin and damping ratio

In the control theory, the Bode plot of the open-loop transfer function Gðs; uÞ is
used to determine the stability and relative stability margins of closed-loop stable
systems. Fig. 7 is the Bode plot of the open-loop transfer function Gðs; uÞ for forward
velocities varying from 25 to 60 km/h every 5 km/h. It is found that for velocities
between 35 and 55 km/h, the Bode plots are quite the same. Thus, for discussions in
the following, the transfer function Gðs; 35Þ is representative of Gðs; uÞ for u between
35 and 55 km/h.

3.3. Stable region

From the closed-loop transfer function of the proportional feedback control
system in Fig. 5, we can determine the k-value of the stable region for various for-

Fig. 6. The root locus plots for the motorcycle with (left) and without (right) control at various forward

velocities.
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ward velocities via the Routh–Hurwitz criterion [10]. The stable regions of k for
various forward velocities are listed in Table 1, and plotted in Fig. 8. It is interesting
that the stable region of k-value shown in Fig. 8 is increasing and becomes higher
with the increase of forward velocities.
Calculating from the Bode plot of the open-loop transfer function Gðs; uÞ, we can

find the closed-loop system gain margins for various forward velocities. The gain
margin indicates that we can increase the gain by using the gain margin as a factor
before the system becomes unstable.
In addition, we can determine the damping ratio f of the closed-loop system.

From the definition of phase margin in the Nyquist plot, using simple geometry, we
obtain

f � sin PM
2

; ð38Þ

where PM is the phase margin of open-loop transfer function [10]. Because the
transfer functions are different for various forward velocities and feedback gain
values k, there is a maximum damping ratio for a gain value k in each transfer

Fig. 7. The Bode plot for the open-loop transfer function Gðs; uÞ for different velocities.

Table 1

The stable region of k for various forward velocities

Forward velocity (km/h) Stable region of k Damping ratio Optimal k

25 1:10 < k < 1:93 0.130 1.39

30 1:41 < k < 2:57 0.222 2.04

35 1:59 < k < 2:97 0.273 2.55

40 1:72 < k < 3:29 0.310 2.75

45 1:78 < k < 3:59 0.333 2.96

50 1:85 < k < 3:87 0.347 3.04

55 1:88 < k < 4:14 0.358 3.08

60 1:91 < k < 4:40 0.367 3.14
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function of different velocities. The maximum damping ratios along with k-value at
various forward velocities are also listed in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 8.
The k-values corresponding to the maximum damping ratio at various forward

velocities are also plotted in Fig. 8. It is clear that the maximum damping ratio value
under various forward velocities is increasing as the velocity increased. This is again
because the highest velocity of the electrical motorcycle is only at the moderate
velocity in the conventional motorcycle model. So the damping ratio value will reach
a better value with the velocity increasing.

3.4. Step responses

The effect of damping ratio can be viewed in a step function input response plot of
the closed-loop system. For example, when the forward velocity is at 30 km/h, the
maximum damping ratio value is 0.222 with the gain value k ¼ 2:04. It is found that
when the damping ratio reaches a maximum value, the corresponding value k is better
for control. This can be seen from the step responses of the closed-loop transfer
function. For comparisons, the responses for different gain values, k ¼ 1:84; 2:04;
2:24, are plotted in the left one of Fig. 9, and the step responses for the maximum and
the minimum stable gain values, k ¼ 1:42; 2:56, are plotted in the right one of Fig. 9.
When the feedback control gain value k increases, e.g., k ¼ 2:24, it becomes an

underdamped response, and there will be an overshoot happening. When the feed-
back control gain value k decreases, e.g., k ¼ 1:84, it becomes the overdamped re-
sponse, and the response becomes tardy. When the feedback gain value reaches the
upper or lower stable margin, the step responses become almost unstable as shown
in the right one of Fig. 9.

3.5. Perception of riding comfort issue

We wonder how the rider can have a better comfortable feeling under the stable
feedback control gain. From discussions above, the comfort of rider control be-

Fig. 8. The stable gain margin at various forward velocities.
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havior can be described by the damping ratio, which can be computed from the
phase margin of the Bode plot of open-loop transfer function. We can say that when
the damping ratio increases, the rider will have a feeling of better comfort, so that the
damping ratio acts as a measure of perception of riding comfort for the design of the
motorcycle parameters.

3.6. Cornering motion

The motion of a motorcycle is a combination of a series of linear and cornering
motions. It is thus of importance to investigate the cornering motion [13–15]. The
driving velocity of an electrical motorcycle is usually below 50 km/h. If the cornering
radius is smaller than 10 m, because of the limit of the camber angle of tire, the
motorcycle forward velocity should be slow. At low speed cornering motion, the
rider cannot use only the upper body leaning motion to maintain the stability of
the motorcycle. Now we consider a motorcycle is turning under different cornering
radii (specifically 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 m), where larger radius corresponds to
straight-line motion, and forward speeds (specifically 35, 45, 55 km/h). Using the
same analysis method as straight-line motion, we get the stable region and damping
ratio in different riding conditions of cornering motion summarized in Fig. 10. From
the first three charts of Fig. 10, it is found that the stable margin value is lower as the
cornering radius is smaller. This trend becomes more obvious at higher forward
velocity. The lower stable margin is due to the centrifugal force effect during cor-
nering motion. In other words, the rider can keep the motorcycle in a suitable
leaning angle by a smaller upper body leaning motion. The damping ratios under
different forward velocities and cornering radii are also computed in bar graph of
Fig. 10, in which a small radius cornering is simulated to highlight the effect of
cornering. It is found that the damping ratios are not sensitive to motion patterns,
i.e., cornering or straight-line motions.

Fig. 9. The step responses for different gain values at forward velocity u ¼ 30 km/h.
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4. The effect of design variables on perception of riding comfort

In the previous section, we derived dynamics of an electrical motorcycle con-
trolled by rider upper body lean motion by Newton Mechanics. With the frequency
domain analysis method of Bode plot in the control theory, the stable region and the
perception of riding comfort of the rider–motorcycle system can be found by the gain
margin and the phase margin of the system. The model data and parameter values
used in the analyses of stability and perception of riding comfort are directly mea-
sured from the Jing-Shing-Fa electrical motorcycles manufactured in Taiwan. For
the motorcycle design variables, Sharp [1] had discussed the effects of design vari-
ables changing on a single motorcycle (without rider control actions). However, the
research in the perception of riding comfort issue of the rider–motorcycle system is
lacking in general. In this section, we will discuss the effects of the main design
variables of the electrical motorcycle on the driving stability and the perception of
riding comfort of the rider–motorcycle system in some detail.

4.1. The effect of weight reduction on the stability and perception of riding comfort

From the component of the assembly of the electrical motorcycle, we can find that
the weights of the front fork assembly and the rider upper body are lighter compared
to the rear assembly, and the regions of the design variables are small. Therefore, the

Fig. 10. The stable region and damping ratio during cornering motion.
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main changeable part in weight and the mass distribution is the rear assembly of the
motorcycle. We decompose the rear assembly into five main parts (Fig. 11):

1. The chassis
2. The batteries
3. The rider lower body
4. The motor, rear wheel and transmission parts
5. The shell of the motorcycle

The third-generation electrical motorcycle is made with the goal of lightening to save
the battery power consumption. We expect to lighten the weight of electrical mo-
torcycle from 120 to 90 kg. It is undertaken from the three ways of the battery,
chassis and transmission. Replacing the original lead-acid battery by the high energy
density Li-on battery can reduce the weight by about 20 kg. Using the aluminum
alloy as the makings of the chassis can reduce the weight by about 7 kg. In addition,
using the one-stage transmission could reduce the weight of the transmission part by
about 3 kg. Although the lightening of the weight will not change the structure of the
motorcycle, it will induce the change of the mass center position and the moment of
inertia, and may affect the stability and perception of riding comfort of the electrical
motorcycle under riding. To realize the effect of such a change, we analyze the effect
of the changing of mass center position and the moment of inertial on the stability
and perception of riding comfort under the same assembly distribution. By the
discussion in Section 3.6, it is known that for the riding speed ranges of electrical
motorcycle, the characteristics of cornering and straight-line motions are quite
similar. Therefore, we use only the straight-line motion to analyze the effect, and the
results are listed in Table 2.
From Table 2, when the weight is reduced from 120 to 90 kg, the mass center

position is moving backward and upward and the stable region is slightly shrunk,
however, the damping ratio is almost the same. Comparing with a 50 cc gasoline-
powered motorcycle, the weight of the third generation motorcycle is still heavier.

Fig. 11. The main parts of the electrical motorcycle.
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Hence, the goal of weight reduction of the third generation electrical motorcycles is a
feasible design goal, since no obvious influence is observed on the stability and the
perception of riding comfort.

4.2. The effect of the weight distribution on the perception of riding comfort

Another factor, which may affect the perception of riding comfort, is the position
of the rear assembly mass center of the electrical motorcycle. The major element
affects the rear assembly mass center position is the location where the heavy lead-
acid batteries are placed. Because all styles of the electrical motorcycle are designed
as the scooter type, there is a limitation in the allowable position range of the rear
assembly mass center affected by the distribution of the batteries. Measuring from
a real electrical motorcycle made in Taiwan, the ranges of the mass center are
45:5–56:9 cm from the rear wheel axis in horizontal direction and 38–48:5 cm from
the ground level in vertical direction. In this case study, the achievable range of
batteries and the corresponding mass center is shown in Fig. 12.
Now we investigate the effect on the damping ratio of the control system if the

center of mass position changes. Using the same analysis method, Fig. 13 shows the
maximum damping ratio values for different mass center positions.
From Fig. 13, we can clearly find that there is a maximum peak value in the mass

center distribution range, and the damping ratio becomes very small when the mass

Fig. 12. Allowable locations (shaded region) of the batteries (left) and the corresponding rear assembly

mass center moving range (right).

Table 2

The effect of weight reduction on stability and damping ratio

Total weight of

motorcycle

Mass center position

(x; y)
Stable region Damping ratio

120 ð54:3; 40:2Þ 1:443 < k < 2:691 0.293

105 ð53:0; 41:6Þ 1:569 < k < 2:698 0.294

90 ð52:5; 44:1Þ 1:674 < k < 2:639 0.287
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center moves to the rear close to the rear wheel axis and the top of the range. It
means that when the mass center is in the rear-top position, the rider is almost unable
to stabilize the motorcycle by the upper body lean motion. Besides, it is also found
that the more forward the mass center, the higher the maximum damping ratio is,
and the maximum damping ratio appears in the front-middle position of the al-
lowable range.

4.3. The effects of the wheelbase, the front fork rake angle and the trail distance on the
stability and perception of riding comfort

Besides the weight change and distribution, there are three parameters, which will
affect the stability and the perception of riding comfort. They are wheelbase, front
fork rake and the trail distance of the electrical motorcycle.

4.3.1. Wheelbase
The wheelbase of the motorcycle is an important parameter. We increase and

decrease the wheelbase by an amount of 10 and 20 cm, separately. Analyzing the
stability and perception of riding comfort of the motorcycle at 35 km/h forward
speed the results listed in Table 3 are obtained.

Fig. 13. The maximum damping ratio for different mass center positions.

Table 3

The effect of wheelbase

Wheelbase Stable region Maximum damping ratio

100 1:18 < k < 2:46 0.325

110 1:40 < k < 2:59 0.307

120 (original design) 1:60 < k < 2:71 0.292

130 1:79 < k < 2:81 0.276

140 1:97 < k < 2:91 0.259
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Table 3 reveals that lengthening the wheelbase will reduce the stability region and
the rider will use a larger motion to stabilize the motorcycle. In addition, length-
ening the wheelbase will also reduce the damping ratio and the stability of capsize
mode of the system so that the rider will feel less comfortable. On the contrary, from
the paper of Sharp [1], we found that lengthening the wheelbase will decrease the
damping of weave mode in low speed and increase the damping of weave mode
in high speed. So in the high speed riding condition, a longer wheelbase is needed
to improve the straight-line-running ability of motorcycles.

4.3.2. Front fork rake angle
The front fork rake angle can also affect the stability and the perception of riding

comfort of the two-wheel motorcycle. The definition of the front fork rake angle is
the angle between the plumb line and the front fork. By the same analysis method as
above, the effect on stability and perception of riding comfort by changing the front
fork rake angle from 15� to 35� is summarized in Table 4.
The results of Table 4 indicate that for the perception of riding comfort, de-

creasing the front fork rake angle (steepen) will increase the stable region and the
damping ratio. In other words, the rider will have a better perception of riding
comfort. On the other hand, increasing the front fork rake angle will decrease the
stable range and the damping ratio.

4.3.3. Front wheel trail distance
Another important parameter when considering the effect of the front fork rake

angle is the front wheel trail distance. The definition of the front wheel trail distance
is the distance between the tire-ground contact point and the front fork axis in the x0-
direction. Analyzing the effect of the front wheel trail distance on the stability and
the perception of riding comfort in various front fork rake angles, we have the results
listed in Table 5.
From Table 5, there should be a suitable trail distance for various front fork rake

angles. An observation of the tendency is: as the front fork rake angle increases, the
front wheel trail distance has to increase correspondingly to improve the stability
and the perception of riding comfort. In addition, there is a maximum damping ratio
for each trail distance under different rake angles. Besides, for the same trail distance,

Table 4

The effect of rake angle

Rake angle (�) Stable region Maximum damping ratio

15 1:71 < k < 3:10 0.349

20 1:64 < k < 2:90 0.330

25 (original design) 1:60 < k < 2:71 0.292

30 1:57 < k < 2:54 0.244

35 1:55 < k < 2:39 0.200
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decrease of the rake angle reduces both the stable region and the perception of riding
comfort.

4.4. Discussions

From the discussion above, weight reduction of the electrical motorcycle does
not affect the stability and the perception of riding comfort. Besides, moving the
location of batteries forward and upward to a suitable position, shortening the
wheelbase, decreasing the front fork rake angle and a suitable trail angle is of use in
achieving a better perception of riding comfort. This result is quite different from
the traditional design impressions. As a convention of design, moving the batteries
lower, lengthening the wheelbase and increasing the front fork rake angle will help
to improve the stability of the motorcycle [1]. The difference first comes from the
electrical motorcycle discussed in this paper belongs to a low speed range, so only
the response of the low speed motion needs to be investigated. Second, our stability
and perception of riding comfort analyses are based on a rider upper lean con-
trolled motorcycle-rider system. The perception of riding comfort is determined by
the maximum damping ratio of the system in the stable range. Because the rider
employs only left–right lean motion to stabilize the motorcycle, so the more sen-
sitive the motorcycle is, the quicker it responds to perturbation. In other words, the
rider will have better perception of riding comfort. In this sense, the perception of
riding comfort we discussed actually reflects the sensitivity of the stable motorcycle
response.
The major difference with Sharp’s paper [1] is that: Sharp discussed the stability

of a straight-line-running single motorcycle without rider (and rider control).
The discussions of design parameters focused on their effects on the weave mode
(straight-line-running ability). Our discussions focus on the effect of design para-
meters on the perception of riding comfort under only rider upper body lean control
(without steering control), and the major factor that affects the perception of riding

Table 5

The effect of front wheel trail distance

Trail distance Rake angle

15� 25� 35�

0.102 ft Stable region 1:22 < k < 2:25 1:36 < k < 2:33 1:55 < k < 2:39
Max. damping

ratio

0.245 0.230 0.200

0.68 ft Stable region 1:33 < k < 2:60 1:60 < k < 2:71 1:95 < k < 2:81
Max. damping

ratio

0.329 0.292 0.244

0.34 ft Stable region 1:71 < k < 3:10 2:28 < k < 3:25 2:98 < k < 3:41
Max. damping

ratio

0.360 0.250 0.054
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comfort is the lateral directional motion sensitivity of the motorcycle under stable
running.

5. Conclusion

In this study, a simple proportional feedback control is used to model the rider’s
delayed lean control for investigating a hands-free rider to drive an electrical mo-
torcycle at moderate forward speeds. A frequency domain analysis of stability and
perception of comfort of rider–motorcycle system is performed by using the Bode
plots. From the gain and phase margins obtained from the Bode plots, the effects of
rider leaning behavior on the relative stability and rider comfort for straight-line and
cornering motions are studied quantitatively. From this study, the following results
are obtained for electrical motorcycles controlled only by means of leaning of the
rider body:

1. The gain margin and the phase margin obtained from the Bode plots can
be regarded as a measure of the stability and perception of riding comfort
of the rider–motorcycle system under rider upper body leaning motion. In
contrast to [8], where steer is for stabilizing and lean for comfort purposes,
the rider can maintain upright stability of a constant speed straight or cor-
nering running electrical motorcycle and adjust perception of riding comfort
by using only rider’s upper body leaning action for a wide range of mediate
speeds.

2. Under the rider upper body leaning control with time delay, the stable margin and
maximum damping ratio are both increasing and become higher as the forward
speed increases. The rider can have a better perception of riding comfort at a
higher velocity.

3. The motorcycle driving actions on the city road, such as lane changing and overtak-
ing another vehicle, all belong to the larger radius cornering motion. In the inter-
est of perception riding comforts by using rider leaning, results of straight-line
motion can stand for the riding conditions on the city road for the electrical motor-
cycle.

4. The change of design parameters such as mass center position, wheelbase, rake
angle and trail distance indeed affects the perception of riding comfort of the
rider. By the analyses, the designer of the electrical motorcycle can adjust the de-
sign parameters to achieve a better perception of riding comfort in the design pro-
cess.

5. From the study of perception of riding comfort, we can find that the stable design
should compromise with perception of riding comfort. For better perception of
riding comfort, we should find out the maximum damping ratio of the rider–
motorcycle system in the stable region.

These analysis results can be a useful reference for the design and performance
evaluation of electrical motorcycles. The design considerations of parameters of
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electrical motorcycles should include not only the stability of the rider–motorcycle
system at various speeds, but also have to include the comfort influence of the rider
leaning behavior.
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Appendix A

A.1. Notations

Geometric parameters (Fig. 1)

a distance from rear assembly mass center to front tire axle (along x)
a0 distance from rear assembly mass center to front fork mass center (along x)
ar distance from rider upper body mass center to rear mass center (along yr)
b distance from rear assembly mass center to rear tire axle (along x)
c distance from front fork hinge lint to front tire axle (along x0)
c1 distance from front fork hinge lint to front fork mass center (along x0)
d1 wheel diameter
e distance from torsion hinge lint to upper body mass center
f distance from rear assembly mass center to front fork hinge point (along

x)
h1 distance from front fork hinge point to front axle (along y0)
h height of vehicle mass center (along y)
h0 height of front fork assembly mass center (along y)
hb height of front fork hinge point (along y)
hv height of rear assembly mass center (along y)
ar torso hinge line incline angle (about the ground level)
b ground level incline angle (about to the earth surface)
k front fork hinge line inclination (frame rake angle)
k front wheel trail (along x0, normally negative)

Mass and moment of inertia parameters (Fig. 1)
cm mass center of the total motorcycle assembly
cmrear mass center of the rear assembly
cmf mass center of the front fork assembly
cmrider mass center of the rider upper body
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A.2. Parameter values

The values of main parameters used in simulations are listed as follows:

A.3. Matrices A and B

The matrices A and B are shown as follows:

mv mass of the rear assembly including the low body of the rider
mr mass of the rider upper body
m0 mass of the front fork assembly
½Ixx; Iyy ; Izz; Ixz� moment of inertia of the inertial frame
½I 0xx0; I 0yy0; I 0zz0; I 0xz0� moment of inertia of the front fork frame
½Ixxr0; Iyyr0; Izzr0; Ixzr0� moment of inertia of the rider upper body frame
½Iyy1; Iyy2; Iyy3� moment of inertia of the front wheel, rear wheel and the engine rotor
Position, velocity, and force
B front fork damping
/ motorcycle roll angle
/r rider upper body roll angle
d front fork steer angle
X1;X2;X3 angular velocity of front wheel, rear wheel and motor rotor
p; q; r angular velocity of the rear assembly body axis
Z1 vertical load at front tire contact patch

Parameter Value Description

M 170 kg The total mass of the rider–motorcycle system
mv 137 kg The mass of the rear part of the motorcycle

(including the rider’s hip and legs)
mr 20 kg The mass of the rider’s upper body including

hands and head
hv 0.38 m The height of the mass center of the rear part
Ixxof 0:636 kg m2 The moment of inertia of the front fork part
Izzof 0:228 kg m2

Ixx 65 kg m2 The moment of inertia of the rider–motorcycle
system

Ixz 23 kg m2

Izz 4:9 kg m2

Ixxor 1:547 kg m2 The moment of inertia of the rider upper body
a 0.67 m The distance from the front and rear tire contact

point to the mass center along x-axis
b 0.53 m
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